
Use data  your  
 

to unlock
true potential.

With Factory Overview, you make the status of all your 

machines visible to everyone. This gives your team the 

transparency they need to manage the factory in real-time 

and allows them to react to any issues quickly. 

Factory Overview

Measure the heartbeat of 
your factory

Evocon provides manufacturers with the most impactful 

production reports and features in order to take action, 

achieve goals and increase production efficiency. 

Different reports offer transparency about essential 

areas, so you know exactly what is going on and why.

Reports

Analyze data & increase 
effiency

With Checklists*, you can digitize and automate all of your 

recurring quality and maintenance checks. By utilizing 

real-time data from machines you enable operators to do 

relevant checks and tasks at the right time, resulting in 

the reduction of waste and improvement in quality.

Checklists

Improve quality & reliability

*Additional fee of , per machine29€/month

Evocon is a visual and user-friendly OEE software that helps manufacturing 

companies improve productivity and remove waste as they become better.

Shift View helps you track and analyze all of your 

production shifts across different dates, stations, 

factories, and countries. It gives an hour-by-hour overview 

of what has happened (downtime, speed, quality) and 

helps you assess the efficiency of your shifts.

Shift View

Monitor production & shifts 
in real-time

Evocon’s Dashboard provides the means to visualize 

production data and helps monitor production 

performance in real time and on the go. Use it to upgrade 

your daily and weekly monitoring process and understand 

whether things are progressing in the direction you want.

Dashboard

Empower teams with 
production information

The benefits extend beyond OEE 
and production monitoring

Accurate production planning

With Evocon monitoring your production, you’ll always know 

how your assets are utilized and your actual production 

speed. With this knowledge comes an achievable schedule 

and a plan.

Preventive maintenance

With Evocon monitoring your downtime and technical 

availability, with clearly linked explanations, you give your 

maintenance department the information it needs to become 

proactive.

Cross-factory benchmarking

This standardization of OEE tracking helps you benchmark 

differences between stations, factories, countries, and 

regions, leading to increased expertise and sharing of best 

practices.

Remove unnecessary paperwork

Our IIoT device lets you collect and digitize all relevant data 

from your production by utilizing sensors, PLC outputs, and 

HTTPS requests. To ensure security, we store your data on 

Amazon AWS servers. 

Engage everyone

The more people you empower with accurate data, the better 

your results. With Evocon’s unlimited users feature, you can 

invite everyone in your company to participate in the process 

of monitoring and improving. 

Trusted by manufacturers worldwide

Get in touch info@evocon.com or visit our homepage evocon.com

Managing all your production data (downtime reasons, 

shifts, operators, users, products, etc.) is made simple 

and user-friendly so that anyone in your company can do 

it.

Settings

Manage your data

with ease

All manufactures can try Evocon for free for 30 days with full functionality and  with a plan that sets you up for success.

Start discovering your  with Evocon’s hidden factory 30 day free trial


